






AUTO RACING / SIZE: 44-60 EUR
GP TECH SUIT

335 409 10 black 335 409 19 silver

335 409 30 red 335 409 70 blue

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Ultra-lightweight 3-layer Nomex® construction with highly 
breathbable panel inserts. -- Full floating arm constructed with knit fabric for freedom of movement. -- AC fabric on back, 
arms and legs to aid body heat transfer and moisture absorption. -- Anatomical accordion stretch panel providing greater 

flexibility and superior fit, both in and out the car. -- Improved armpit construction reducing the number of layers (from 3 to 
2) for enhanced freedom of movements. -- Soft collar with knit fabric for supreme comfort. -- Specifically shaped arm and 
leg pattern for an ergonomic. -- Shoulder epaulettes. 
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AUTO RACING / SIZE: 44-60 EUR
GP PRO SUIT

335 209 10 black 335 209 13 black red silver

335 209 19 silver

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- 3-layer Nomex® construction with lightweight Carbon-X mid layer 
for enhanced fire/heat protection. -- Soft Preox® knit lower back and lateral stretch panels for unrestricted movement 
and breathability. -- Close fitting suit with adjustable belted waist for racing performance. -- Full floating arm constructed 

with knit fabric for freedom of movement. -- Adjustable collar. -- Mesh Nomex® lining. -- Ribbed wrist and foot cuffs. 
-- Shoulder epaulettes.
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WOMEN’S AUTO RACING / SIZE: 38-50 EUR
STELLA GP-PRO SUIT

336 009 10 black

336 009 19 silver

-- Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Specifically designed to fit female drivers with unique 
Alpinestars shaping and fit to ensure driving comfort. -- 3-layer Nomex® construction with lightweight Carbon-X mid layer 
for enhanced fire/heat protection. -- Soft Preox® knit lower back and lateral stretch panels for unrestricted movement 
and breathability. -- Close fitting suit with adjustable belted waist for racing performance. -- Full floating arm constructed 

with knit fabric for freedom of movement. -- Adjustable collar. -- Mesh Nomex® lining. -- Ribbed wrist and foot cuffs. 
-- Shoulder epaulettes.
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AUTO RACING / SIZE: 44-60 EUR
GP-T SUIT

335 500 11 dark gray

335 500 71 blue black335 500 31 red black

335 500 111 black dark gray

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- 2-layer Nomex® construction for lightweight safety performance. 
-- Shoulder epaulettes with clean, single panel design. -- Semi-floating (3/4) shoulder gusset construction. -- Lumbar area 

made of stretch Preox® for flexibility and a flat profile while seated and standing. -- Adjustable collar. -- Mesh Nomex® 
lining. -- Ribbed wrist and foot cuffs. 
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KART RACING / SIZE: 40-60 EUR
K-MX 1 KART SUIT

335 100 21 white dark gray335 100 10 black dark gray

335 100 312 red dark gray white

CIK FIA Level2 homologation. -- Soft fabric finish for comfort and close performance racing fit. -- Lightweight cordura 
construction for highly abrasion resistant outer layer. -- Mesh panels positioned on back of collar, top of shoulder, armpits, 
wrist, and seat area for maximum ventilation. -- Side stretch panels for comfort. -- Full floating arms. -- Lumbar accordion 

panel for ease of movement. -- Elastic foot loop for secure fit. -- Knitted wrist and ankles cuffs. -- Shoulder epaulette. 
-- Adjustable collar. 
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KART RACING / SIZE: 40-60 EUR
K-MX 3 LIGHT KART SUIT

335 108 10 black 335 108 19 silver

335 108 70 blue335 108 30 red

CIK FIA Level 2 Homologation. -- Re-profiled external PU shoulder protectors for greater aerodynamic shape. -- Exclusive 
3 panel ergonomic arm and leg construction for maximum comfort in the driving position. -- Stretch panels on the upper 
back for superior comfort and optimized fit of rib protectors. -- Abrasion resistant Cordura shell for maximum protection. 
-- Mesh lining on arms and legs for increased ventilation and breathability. -- Internal flat seam construction for reduction 
of internal pressure points with added comfort. -- Soft and ergonomic collar for maximum driver comfort. -- Adjustable 

ventilation zip on back increases airflow in the suit. -- Internal cotton lining on back and chest for greater moisture 
absorption. -- Adjustable underarm ventilation increases airflow in the suit. -- Padding on lower back and sides for added 
driver comfort. -- Anatomical lumbar stretch panel for superior flexibility in the driving position.
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KART RACING / SIZE: 40-60 EUR
K-MX 7 KART SUIT

335 300 19 silver 335 300 10 black

335 300 30 red 

Meets CIK FIA Level2 homologation.  -- High performance nylon outer layer. -- Mesh panels positioned on top of shoulders, 
armpits and seat area for ventilation. -- Full floating arm constructed with Stretch Cordura provides freedom of movement.  
-- Comfortable, poly mesh lining in torso area. -- Lumbar area stretch inserts for flexibility while in and out of the kart. 

-- Knitted wrist and ankle cuffs. -- Shoulder epaulettes. -- Adjustable collar. -- Adjustable waist belt for customizing fit. 
-- 2 flat pockets. 

335 300 70 blue
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KART RACING / SIZE: 130-150 cm
K-MX 7 KART YOUTH SUIT

YOUTH: 335 350 10 black

YOUTH: 335 350 70 blue

YOUTH: 335 350 30 red

Meets CIK FIA Level2 homologation.  -- Youth specific sizing and fit. --- High performance 
nylon outer layer. -- Mesh panels positioned on top of shoulders, armpits and seat area 
for ventilation. -- Full floating arm constructed with Stretch Cordura provides freedom of 
movement.  -- Comfortable, poly mesh lining in torso area. -- Lumbar area stretch inserts 

for flexibility while in and out of the kart. -- Knitted wrist and ankle cuffs. -- Shoulder 
epaulettes. -- Adjustable collar. -- Adjustable waist belt for customizing fit. -- 2 flat 
pockets. 
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AUTO RACING / SIZE: S-XXL

TECH 1-Z GLOvE

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Innovative Nomex® construction -- External seams for maximum 
driver comfort and feel. -- Strategically positioned textured Pittards® leather patches and silicone printing provide 
maximum feel, grip and impact resistance -- Pre-curved finger and palm construction to aid optimum fit and reduce 
material bunching. -- Temperature sensitive lining for comfortable, dry feel -- Thumb construction updated for improved 
comfort. -- Finger fourchette cross stitching for re-enforcement and prevention of twisting. -- Alpinestars exclusive cuff 
opening design with distinctive black Velcro® closure flap common on all Tech 1-ZX color combinations.

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Innovative Nomex® construction -- Ergonomically positioned 
memory foam backed Pittards leather palm and finger patches for optimum grip -- Padded knuckle protection. -- Pre-
curved finger and palm construction to aid optimum fit and reduce material bunching. -- Temperature sensitive lining 
for comfortable, dry feel. -- Velcro® wrist closure for secure fit. -- Thumb construction updated for improved comfort. 
-- Finger fourchette cross stitching for re-enforcement and prevention of twisting. -- Straight-cut cuff. -- Velcro® wrist 
closure strap.

AUTO RACING / SIZE: S-XXL

TECH 1-ZX GLOvE

355 019 10 
black

355 019 30 
red

355 019 70 
blue

355 009 12 
black white

355 009 31 
red black

355 009 71 
blue black

355 019 20
white
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KART RACING / SIZE: XS-XXL

TECH 1-KV GLOvE

Complies with FIA 8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Innovative Nomex® construction -- Designed for superior fit 
and feel with minimal stitching and panels to reduce material impediment and weight. -- Internal seams combined with 
unique top surface and thumb single panel construction ensure the glove features minimal seams and interference with 
feel and natural finger movement. -- Pre-curved finger and palm construction to aid optimum fit and reduce material 
bunching. -- Temperature sensitive lining for comfortable, dry feel -- strategically positioned silicone print areas are 
applied directly to the Nomex® finger and palm areas for maximum grip and feel. -- Elasticated wrist band stitched into 
the glove construction for secure fit. -- Embroidered knuckle detail stitching outline and Astar logos. 

2 layer stretch poly cotton construction. -- Full Clarino® palm construction and full stretch lycra finger fourchette 
construction with 3-D micro-dot silicon printing for maximum grip. -- External, palm side seam, construction for precise 
fit and sensitivity. -- Injected PU, vented, knuckle protection system with PE temper foam padding underneath for impact 
absorption and comfort. -- TPR protectors over the top pf fingers for additional protection. -- Pre-curved finger and palm 
construction to aid optimum fit. -- Palm and upper wrist re-enforcement is separated to improve flex and feel. -- Velcro® 
wrist closure for security. -- Profiled cuff for additional comfort .

AUTO RACING / SIZE: S-XXL

TECH 1 RACE GLOvE

355 188 70 
blue

355 108 30 
red

355 108 10 
black

355 108 20 
white

355 108 70 
blue

355 188 10 
black

355 188 20 
white

355 188 30 
red
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KART RACING / SIZE: XXS-XXL

TECH 1-KR GLOvE

2 layer stretch poly cotton construction. -- Fully Clarino® palm and finger fourchette construction with silicon printed 
re-enforcements -- Silicone printed ‘one goal one vision’ grip patches on each finger tip. -- External, palm side seam, 
construction for precise fit and sensitivity. -- Padded knuckle protection for abrasion resistance and protection with 
panel separation from thumb to ensure freedom of movement and expansion for ease of grip on the steering wheel. 
-- Pre-curved finger construction to aid optimum fit. -- Velcro® strap for secure fitting.

2 layer stretch poly cotton construction. -- Internal seams combined with unique top surface and thumb single panel 
construction ensure the glove features minimal seams and interference with feel and natural finger movement. -- 
Pre-curved finger construction to aid optimum fit. -- Strategically positioned silicone print areas are applied directly 
to the finger and palm areas for maximum grip and feel. -- Foam knuckle padding for added protection and comfort 
-- Elasticated wrist band stitched into the glove construction for secure fit. -- Embroidered knuckle detail stitching 
outline and Astar logos.

KART RACING / SIZE: XXS-XXL

TECH 1-K GLOvE

355 209 10 
black

355 209 20 
white

355 209 70 
blue

355 178 10
black

355 178 70
blue

355 178 30
red

355 178 50
yellow

355 209 30 
red

355 209 50 
yellow
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MULTIPURPOSE / WET WEATHER KART RACING / SIZE: XS-XXL

NEO PRO GLOvE

Karting specific short cuff glove. -- Synthetic suede leather palm construction offering excellent grip and feel. -- Pre-
curved finger construction for reduced fatigue and optimum fit. -- Padded section on palm and over the knuckle for 
vibration absorption and protection. -- Lightweight and breathable stretch Spandex upper. -- Ultra thin and soft internal 
synthetic sponge layer over the top of the hand for additional comfort. -- Internal seam construction. -- Wrist flap 
Velcro® closure for added security.

-- Neoprene top and wrist cuff. -- Palm constructed of Clarino® synthetic leather with micro-dot silicon palm print 
for maximum grip -- Anatomical palm side-seam for precise fit and sensitivity. -- Pre-curved finger construction for 
reduced fatigue and good fit. -- Printed logos to prevent thread puncture holes. -- Elastic and Velcro® wrist closure for 
a personalized fit and greater protection. 

MULTIPURPOSE / KART RACING  / SIZE: XS-XXL

TECH 1-KM GLOvE

355 236 10 
black

355 236 20 
white

355 198 50 
yellow

355 198 70 
blue

355 198 30 
red 

355 198 10 
black
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320 551 10 
black

Three quarter length raincoat. -- Heavyweight coated nylon fiber material that 
keeps the elements out and the warmth in. -- Taped and sealed seams to 
ensure waterproof performance. -- Two large outer pockets and a hood with 
a clear visor and snaps.

RAIN GEAR / SIZE: M-XXL

MUD COAT
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MULTIPURPOSE / MECHANICS GLOvE / SIZE: XS-3XL

ENGINE GLOvE

-- Lightweight and flexible mechanic’s glove. -- Synthetic suede leather palm 
construction. -- Lightweight and breathable ribbed spandex top. -- Enclosed 
magnet to hold small screws and bolts. -- Velcro® wrist strap closure. -- 
Plastisol print detail on top of finger. -- Lycra forchettes. -- Velcro® wrist 
closure.

-- Clarino® synthetic suede leather palm construction. -- Padded knuckle 
patch. -- Silicon printed palm patch. -- Lightweight and breathable stretch 
spandex top. -- Velcro® wrist closure.

MULTIPURPOSE / KART RACING / SIZE: XS-XXL

MP 2 GLOvE

355 216 30 
red

355 258 17 
black blue

355 216 10 
black

355 258 13 
black red

355 258 10 
black

355 216 70 
blue



RAIN GEAR / SIZE: M-XXL

MUD COAT







ZX-NOMEX TOP/BOTTOM 
TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: XS-2XL

NOMEX TOP/BOTTOM
TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: S-XL

TOP: 475 405 20 white
BOTTOM: 475 415 20 white

TOP: 475 409 11 anthracite
BOTTOM: 475 419 11 anthracite

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Athletic, asymmetric front/rear cut for a comfortable driving 
position. -- Flat seams designed to reduce pressure points and improve strength. -- Exclusive 30mm Preox® stretch 
waistband creates an ultra thin profile under belt. 

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Fabric stretches for a close and comfortable fit. -- Tall collar 
for improved protection.

TOP: 475 409 20 white
BOTTOM: 475 419 20 white
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THERMAL TECH TOP/BOTTOM 
TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: S-3XL

TECH BASE TOP/BOTTOM
TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: S-3XL

TOP: 475 348 10 black
BOTTOM: 475 358 10 black

TOP: 475 349 10 black
BOTTOM: 475 359 10 black

Developed for cold weather conditions. -- Warm Tack fabric construction. Fibre is a stretch Nylon, Nano treated for 
effective heat conductivity and moisture wicking. -- Ergonomic flat lock seam construction. -- Compression fit design to 
reduce muscle fatigue in both the top and bottoms. -- Printed ASTAR logo.

-- Tech Karting Top and Bottom. -- Ideal for karting, to provide comfort and body heat transfer under a racing suit. 
-- Comfortable COLDTACK, moisture wicking, fabric construction helps to conduct heat evenly throughout, keeping 
the driver cooler and more comfortable. -- Micro-perforated insert panels to give additional breathability. -- Flat lock 
stitched seams ensure pressure point reduction and greater comfort.
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TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: ONE SIZE

OPEN FACE BALACLAvA 
TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: S-XL

NOMEX SOCKS

475 817 10 
black

475 435 20 
white

475 439 11
anthracite

475 439 20
white

470 405 89 
ecru
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Heavyweight and moisture wicking material that can be used for any season. -- Open face design with ergonomic fit. 
-- Flat lock seams for comfort feel. -- Strategic chin panel design for better fit, feel and comfort. -- Extended neck length 
for added protection. -- Reflective printed Astar logo.

FIA 8856-2000 Approved. -- Seamless construction. -- Knee length

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Double layered face area for extra protection. -- Flat seams 
designed to reduce pressure points and improve strength. -- Fabric stretches for a close and comfortable fit. -- Mouth 
opening for drink tube access.

FIA 8856-2000 Approved. -- 180gr 100% Meta Aramide. -- Double layer front for improved protection. -- Flat seam 
construction to reduce pressure points and improve strength. -- Open Face.

TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: ONE SIZE

ZX NOMEX HOOD
TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR / SIZE: ONE SIZE

NOMEX HOOD





AUTO RACING / SIZE: 5-13 US
TECH 1-Z SHOE

271 500 10 black 271 500 859  brown gold

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard -- Single, large, Velcro® secured ankle strap for better shoe stability. 
-- Exclusive quick lacing system with Kevlar® reinforcement, developed from Alpinestars MotoGP technology for a  
precise, secure closure. -- Thin flap closure together with thinner laces make the fit extremely comfortable and precise. 
-- Built in lateral forefoot support for improved stability and protection. -- Thin, fire retardant heel and counter delivers 

stability to the foot and allows precise switching between brake and accelerator. -- Lightweight, microporous padding 
around the heel and insole is comfortable for driving and walking. -- Built in foot bed engineered for greater feel and 
precision. -- Alpinestars exclusive thin rubber compound outsole provides excellent feel and grip.

271 500 22 white pearl271 500 159 black gold 
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AUTO RACING / SIZE: 5-13 US / EXCLUDING SIZES 5.5, 6.5, 11.5, 12.5 - SIZE 3.5-10 ONLY COLOR 239
TECH 1-T SHOE

271 000 27
white blue

271 000 239
white pink

271 000 114
anthracite

271 000 32
red white

271 000 19
silver

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Low profile ankle coverage with single Velcro® ankle strap 
closure for stability. -- Built-in lateral forefoot support for improved stability and protection. -- Thin, fire retardant heel 
and counter delivers stability to the foot and allows precise switching between brake and accelerator. -- Lightweight, 

microporous padding around the heel and insole is comfortable for driving and walking. -- Built-in foot bed engineered 
for greater feel and precision.

271 000 21
white black
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AUTO RACING / SIZE: 5-13 US 
TECH 1-R SHOE

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Full ankle coverage and support with double Velcro®  strap 
closure for fit and security. -- Built-in lateral forefoot support for improved stability and protection. -- Thin, fire retardant 
heel and counter delivers stability to the foot and allows precise switching between brake and accelerator. -- Lightweight, 

microporous padding at heel and insole is comfortable for driving and walking. -- Built-in foot bed engineered for greater 
feel and precision.

271 100 10 black
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KART RACING / SIZE: 2.5-13 US (excluding sizes 3 and 4)
TECH 1-K SHOE

271 209 30 red271 209  21 white black gptracks271 209  20 white271 209 10 black

Combination of hightech microfiber leather and mesh construction -- Ultra light, improved feel and added breathability. 
-- Mesh panels placed in the tongue, heel and side offer excellent ventilation. -- Ultra-thin, Formula1 specification sole is 

formulated using Alpinestars exclusive rubber compound for pedal sensitivity and grip, in both wet and dry conditions.
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CASUAL / SIZES PRODUCED: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
F1 SPORT SHOE

SPORT FIT

SPORT COMFORT FIT

SPORT TOURING FIT

TOURING FIT

RACING FIT

SPORT FIT

WALKING COMFORT FIT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

WOMEN SPORT FIT

WOMEN TOURING FIT

WOMEN COMFORT FIT

WOMEN FIT

271 808 10 black 271 808 21white black 271 808 59 gold

Upper made from ultra lightweight, supple, synthetic leather. Soft and durable polyurethane (PU) molded 
heel for maximum durability and cushioning. -- Ultra low profile sole with a layered, sandwich, construction. 
Inner lining is made with 2mm EVA foam for comfort. Pressed internal midsole with glued steel shank for 
added comfort and support, coupled with an ultra-thin rubber outsole for greater flexibility and reduced 
weight. The outsole is oil resistant. -- Alpinestars excusive speed lace closure means quick and precise 
fitting. The PR Nylon laces run through PU eyelets and are secured with a self-locking clasp and the end of 
the laces can be secured either with the Velcro® tab on the heel, or, within a loop on the tongue. 271 808 19 silver 271 808 23 white red



CASUAL / SIZES PRODUCED: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
TRACK SHOE

CASUAL / SIZES PRODUCED: 5-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-48 EUR
PIT SHOE

SPORT FIT

SPORT COMFORT FIT

SPORT TOURING FIT

TOURING FIT

RACING FIT

SPORT FIT

WALKING COMFORT FIT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

WOMEN SPORT FIT

WOMEN TOURING FIT

WOMEN COMFORT FIT

WOMEN FIT

265 108 20 white265 108 10 black 265 108 21 white black

SPORT FIT

SPORT COMFORT FIT

SPORT TOURING FIT

TOURING FIT

RACING FIT

SPORT FIT

WALKING COMFORT FIT

TOURING COMFORT FIT

WOMEN SPORT FIT

WOMEN TOURING FIT

WOMEN COMFORT FIT

WOMEN FIT

265 107 20 white265 107 10 black 265 107 91 camo

Upper made from lightweight micro-fibre and synthetic mesh for a durable, yet breathable, structure. -- Durable 
polyurethane (PU) molded Midsole forms the exposed lower structure giving rigidity, durability and cushioning. -- Injection 
molded arch support for greater stability and an injection molded TPU heel counter for support and protection with a built-
in PU foam absorber for comfort. -- High-performance rubber compound outer sole sections are bonded to the mid-sole 
to ensure grip, shock absorption and durability as well as resistance to oil. Sewn fabric inner and glued EVA foam in-sole 
for comfort.

Lightweight synthetic leather and breathable 3D air mesh. -- Injection molded TPU heel counter for support. -- Outer 
ring air bag for heel-strike cushioning and support. -- TPU molded heel midsole for maximum durability and cushioning. 
-- Injection molded arch support for greater support and stability. -- Ultra-thin forefoot outsole for greater flexibility and 
reduced weight.
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ALPINESTARS USA
2780 west 237th street, 

Torrance, California 90505 
phone 310 891 0222  

fax 310 891 0299
alpinestars.usa@alpinestars.com 

ALPINESTARS EUROPE
5. viale Fermi. 

Asolo (Tv) 31011 Italy  
phone +39 0423 5286 
fax +39 0423 529 571  

alpinestars@alpinestars.com 
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